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Homepolish was founded with a simple idea: interior design needed a
redesign for the way we live now. So we set out to create a smart,

accessible and personal service that works whether you’re accessorizing
or gut-renovating. By giving our clients access to top emerging interior

design talent, the world’s best shopping experience, and exceptional
customer service (we’re fanatical about it), we’re making it easy to love

where you live.

FULL SERVICE & FLEXIBLE DESIGN

From start to finish, accessories to renovation, we take you through every step
of the process. Unlike online decorators, we don’t stop at mood boards or

shopping lists. We tailor our services to every single client and project.

O U R  M I S S I O N

Making the world
a better space.™

O U R  P R O M I S E

Interior Design, Tailored to You
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TOP TIER TALENT

Our 500+ designers are selected from the best schools and design firms in the
country. We rigorously vet applicants and select professionals equipped with

the taste, experience and enthusiasm to create your dream space.

FANATICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE

You have a single, dedicated Queen Bee (client service rep) through your entire
project, and you can email or call them at any point. Your Queen Bee is there to

listen to your unique situation and provide expert solutions.

PURCHASING MADE EASY

As a client, you get access to our Shopping List tool where you can collaborate
with your designer. Our ordering concierge will take care of placing and

managing your orders across multiple retailers.

500+
TALENTED DESIGNERS NATIONWIDE

10,000+
HOMES & APARTMENTS TRANSFORMED

1,000
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1,000+
COMMERCIAL SPACES BROUGHT TO LIFE

1m
INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS INSPIRED
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Every great invention begins with a challenge, and in our case, it was a
frustration with the opaque and inaccessible nature of the interior design

industry. With the straight-forward goal of making transformative and magical
spaces for people, we’re shaking off the cliché of the stuffy decorator by ridding

the design process of costly markups and providing in-home design services with
Homepolish designers at a flat and transparent hourly rate. Homepolish is

providing talented, emerging designers a place to begin and grow their careers
while making the luxury of hiring an in-home interior design available to

everyone.

It All Began With a

Small Space Makeover

Noa Santos, an architecture and business graduate from Stanford, began his
career at a high-end interior design firm. Quickly becoming frustrated with what
he observed about the industry, he struck out on his own to make interior design

available to a wider audience. Taking on a Buzzfeed coder, Will Nathan, as an
early client, the two re-designed Will’s Chelsea apartment on a budget and in the
process reimagined the interior design experience to be accessible, personal, and

fun.

O U R  S T O R Y

The Interior Design

Industry Gets a Redesign

D E S I G N  C A R E E R S

Become part of the Homepolish story by joining our design team. Grow your portfolio and join a

community of the country’s best interior design talent.

A P P LY  T O  B E  A  D E S I G N E R  

BOOK SHOP
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Okay, I’m Convinced!
RAISE YOUR HAND IF YOU WANT A COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION

B O O K  YO U R  D E S I G N E R
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